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RentSafe Overview

What is RentSafe?
 RentSafe is a 3-year initiative that seeks to build
collaboration across multiple sectors to ensure
healthy housing conditions for tenants living on low
income in urban and rural communities in Ontario
 Goal: Healthy housing for all
 Led by CPCHE, funded by the
ON Trillium Foundation,
multiple active partners
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RentSafe Overview

Why focus on housing and health?
 Home environment is key, particularly during early life
 Multiple health-related concerns indoors
• Mould, dampness – asthma, respiratory symptoms
• Lead – reduced IQ, attention and behavioural effects
• Pests – physical discomfort (e.g., bites), stress, infectious disease
and allergens
• Pesticides – neurological/developmental effects, poisonings,
cancer risk
• Radon – lung cancer
• VOCs in reno and cleaning products – acute symptoms (eye
irritation, headaches); exacerbation of asthma, MCS
• Insufficient heating/cooling –incr. infectious disease, heat
exhaustion/stroke, exacerbation of existing health conditions
• Stress
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Housing and health

Public Forum on
Housing and Health
 Dr. Megan Sandel
 Home as a vaccine
 Strong case for
investment in housing
 Best practices in
intersectoral
collaboration,
connecting health and
rights

RentSafe Overview

Motivations for RentSafe
 Health equity
• Low-income/marginalized communities face compounding
health determinants/risks
• Renters on low income have limited capacity to change
their living circumstances

 Strong interest and recognition among health/social
service sectors that the “system” can be improved
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RentSafe Overview
• Tenant focus groups

Phase 1
Baseline research

• Public Health Unit survey
• Legal aid clinic survey and case law review
• Front-line /direct service providers survey

Phase 2
Stakeholder engagement
& strategy development

Phase 3
Capacity building
& outreach

• Baseline Report
• Multi-stakeholder Roundtable
• Collaborative path forward

• Tenant-led outreach, materials development
• Capacity building for health/social services
professionals (training video)
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RentSafe Overview

Discussion paper
 Reflects learnings to date, a work in progress
 Supporting materials online
 Backgrounder on links between housing
conditions and health
 Survey reports
 www.healthyenvironmentforkids.ca/collections/rent
safe
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TENANT EXPERIENCES OF
UNHEALTHY HOUSING IN URBAN AND RURAL ONTARIO

Highlights of RentSafe Tenant Focus Group Research

Research Goals

Learn: Tenant experience with housing conditions

Understand: Their efforts to resolve the issues
Hear: Ideas on solutions going forward

Focus Groups

• Consulted 80 tenants living in four Ontario communities:
Owen Sound, Walkerton, Perth and Toronto
• …via 9 focus groups June-August 2015
facilitated by RentSafe Partners

Endless Issues – Common Themes

Urban and Rural Differences

Urban Toronto: Large newcomer populations experiencing
discrimination & racism; disrespect; and language barriers

Rural and small town settings:
• tenants being “blacklisted” and having to relocate
• renting from a friend, making it awkward to raise issues
• lack of transportation confining them to specific areas

Where to go for help?

Results…?
A few successes; some band-aid solutions; enormous frustration

Solutions… in the tenants’ ideal world

Making a Home
Tenant’s Perspective

Issues
 Housing need and affordability
 Unhealthy conditions
 Mould, mildew, poor air quality, pests and bugs
 Fear of living in unsafe conditions
 Concerns about fire risk, impacts on health, etc
 General maintenance issues
 Hot and cold water issues, thermal control (too hot/too cold)
 Costs to the tenants/landlords of poorly maintained conditions
 Lack of insulation, gaps in windows/door  high utility costs
 Emotional toll
 Racism and discrimination

Barriers
 Financial Barriers to adequate  Afraid to speak up
housing
 To landlord
 Bills too expensive, can’t
 Blacklisted in small towns
afford the rent

 Lack of Rent geared to
income

 Racism
 Can’t get repairs done
 Dehumanized by
government employees

 Insecurity of housing
 Evictions
 Fear, forced to live in unsafe
building

 Language Barriers
 Challenges in getting repairs
done

 No impartial inspectors to
inspect apartments

 Small town all powerful
people are connected and
can intimidate

SOLUTIONS: “Creating homes”


Change in attitude

 Landlords seek to build affordable, energy efficient housing with long-term tenants –
investing in the long-term benefit and not short-term financial gain



Maintenance & Repair

 More education on government housing incentives for landlords & tenants
 Landlord & tenants collaborate to improve housing – mutual benefits


Easy access to housing info & legal advice

 Social media, websites, local supports, resources, grants, etc.
 Making information accessible – literacy and language barriers addressed


Proactive housing regulations & laws

 Inspections - fire marshal, public health, insurance, etc.
 Rent increase regulations need to be in line with social assistance rent benefits

RentSafe
How well does the “system” respond to
concerns about unhealthy housing?
RentSafe Round Table Panel Presentation
November 23, 2016

TENANTS AND THE LAW IN
ONTARIO
Kathleen Cooper, Senior Researcher and Paralegal
Canadian Environmental Law Association

Outline

Summary of findings
 Survey of legal aid clinics
 Legal rights and remedies
 Preliminary recommendations

Survey Results

Selected findings from survey of
legal aid clinics

Selected findings from survey of legal clinics

 Indoor environmental health issues
• Pests, mould, structural issues
• Noise, inadequate heating, hoarding, and flooding

 Outreach Materials
• Need for new/updated resources for mould
• Also need pests and hoarding resources

 Many barriers for tenants. “Top three”
• Fear of eviction; fear of need to move/pay higher rent for
necessary repairs; and not knowing who to call
• Mental health also a key barrier

Selected findings, continued
 Referrals
• Landlord, local by-law enforcement, local PHU
• lack time to follow-up, and lack confidence that referrals will address
concerns

 Many challenges for clinics representing tenants
• confounding factors, e.g., mental health, L-T relationship, and
hoarding
• finding and paying for experts; getting PHU involved in addressing
issues; lack of follow-up by LTB to enforce repair orders

 Need for reform
• need effective implementation of local bylaws and Health Protection
and Promotion Act
• Residential Tenancies Act should require provision of healthy rental
housing

Overview of concerns noted by clinic staff
(see p. 11 of background paper)

Lack of:
 Capacity
 Resources
 Action by key agencies (ppty stds, health units)
 Intersectoral collaboration
“Lack of effective municipal enforcement dooms
tenants to pursue litigation”

Rights and Remedies

Legal rights and remedies – the rules
as they exist now

Indoor Health Issues in Residential Tenancies
Overview of Legal Rights and Remedies
Law/By-law Tenants Rights

Remedies

Residential
Tenancies
Act

• LL obligations for repair
and maintenance
• T right to reasonable
enjoyment

• Landlord and Tenant Board
• Orders for rent abatement and/or repairs

Local
property
standards
bylaws

• Indoors and/or outdoors:
structural integrity,
utilities and services,
safety and security

• Bylaw enforcement officers can issue
orders/emergency orders for repairs; if not
done, can have repairs done with cost
billed as lien on property taxes

Health
Protection
and
Promotion
Act

• Protection from
• Local MOH has duty to inspect and power
imminent health risks
to issue orders (re “health hazard” as
(communicable disease,
defined in the Act)
serious risk of harm, etc.) • Order can be appealed to the Health
Services Appeal and Review Board

Ontario
• MCES recognized as a
Human
disability
Rights Code • Accommodation w/o
“undue hardship” to LL

• Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario
• Orders for monetary compensation,
restitution, or actions to promote
compliance with the Code

Legal Tools
Laws; by-laws; policy and/or guidance

Residential Tenancies Act
• Landlord and Tenant Board guidelines
• Regulation re: maintenance (if no munic. Gov.)

 Municipal Property Standards by-laws
 (enacted under the Building Code Act); local
policies/practices

 Health Protection and Promotion Act
 Policies and practices of local Health Units (including their
interpretation of Ontario Public Health Standards)

 Ontario Human Rights Code (and AODA)
 Ontario Human Rights Commission - Policy on Human
Rights and Rental Housing

Legal Rights and Obligations
Residential Tenancies Act
 Landlord obligations for repair and “fit for habitation”
 Tenant right to reasonable enjoyment

 Municipal Property Standards by-laws
 Indoors and/or outdoors: req’mts for structural integrity, utilities
and services, safety and security

 Health Protection and Promotion Act
 Protection from serious/imminent health risks (focuses on
communicable disease, serious risk of harm, etc.)

 Ontario Human Rights Code
 Housing = human right; Freedom from discrimination (race,
religion, citizenship, sex, disability, etc.)
 MCES recognized as a disability
 Accommodation w/o “undue hardship” to landlord

Legal Remedies
Residential Tenancies Act
 Landlord and Tenant Board (LTB)
 Complaint driven
 LTB orders for rent abatement and/or repairs

 Municipal Property Standards by-laws
 Bylaw enforcement officers can issue
orders/emergency orders for repairs
 If no compliance, can have repairs done; billed as lien
on property taxes
 At discretion of local officials

Legal Remedies
Health Protection and Promotion Act
• Local MOH (or PHI as designate) has duty to inspect a
“health hazard” and power to issue orders to address it
• At discretion of local officials
• Order can be appealed: Health Services Appeal and Review
Board

 Ontario Human Rights Code
 Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario
 Complaint driven
 Orders for monetary compensation, restitution, or actions
to promote compliance with the Code

How do the rules address “health”?
Residential Tenancies Act
 “Healthy housing” not in Purpose and not defined
 Comply with “health, safety, housing and maintenance
standards”
 “Fit for habitation” and “serious breach” not defined in law and
problems with LTB guidance and rulings in both areas
Municipal Property Standards by-laws
 Basic health issues addressed via services and safety measures –
water; plumbing; no “risk to life or limb”; “free of vermin”
Health Protection and Promotion Act
 Defines a “health hazard” (i.e., → adverse effect on health)
 Doesn’t define “adverse effect,” “health,” “public health,” or
“health promotion”
Ontario Human Rights Code
 Defers to existing “health and safety requirements”

RTA: “fit for habitation” and “serious breach”

 “fit for habitation” poorly defined in LTB guidance (extreme
examples vs. language in RTA/referenced cases)
• Normalizes poorly maintained properties? Waste of judicial
resources

 For evictions and above-guideline rent increases: LTB can
deny where LL in “serious breach” of repair and
maintenance obligations
 But – if tenant objects to eviction/AGI, can’t raise “serious
breach” repair issues if haven’t done so before
 Result: Landlords can put off repairs, tenants don’t/won’t
complain; tenants understandably fearful they will have to
pay for repairs (if not routinely then via AGI)
→ Subverts preventive maintenance approach

For discussion

Preliminary recommendations

Would it help to have a broader definition of “health” in
HPPA?

World Health Organization (since 1948) defines “health” as:
“a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely
the absence of disease or infirmity”

Contrast with def’n of “environment” in Environmental Assessment
Act
(a) air, land or water,
(b) plant and animal life, including human life,
(c) the social, economic and cultural conditions that influence the life of
humans or a community,
(d) any building, structure, machine or other device or thing made by
humans,
(e) any solid, liquid, gas, odour, heat, sound, vibration or radiation resulting
directly or indirectly from human activities, or
(f) any part or combination of the foregoing and the interrelationships
between any two or more of them,
in or of Ontario.

Absent/narrow focus on health

 Absent in RTA, narrow focus in HPPA and ppty stds
bylaws
• Reflected in lack of integration across sectors
• Inadequate focus on prevention

 Mould - demand for case-specific expert evidence
• High cost; inefficient use of judicial resources
• “generic” evidence/reports; better LTB guidance and training

 Bed bugs – stress, stigma, shame, mental health
• Recognition of social determinants of health
• Multiple health consequences of substandard housing

 Central questions for us: Implementation/enforcement
problems or law reform needs? Or both?
• Need clarity about this distinction in our discussions

Preliminary law reform recommendations

Current “Purpose” of RTA:
 protection from unlawful rent increases/evictions;
framework to regulate rents;
 balance rights and responsibilities of LL and T;
 provide for adjudication/informal resolution of disputes.
→ Add provision of healthy housing
“Fit for habitation” and “serious breach”
→ Remove barriers to achieving repair and maintenance or
unfairly passing costs on to tenants (including ability to
achieve quick termination of lease where health threatened)
 Needs support from positive duty to provide healthy
housing; broad definition of health (bounded with clear
criteria); enables focus on prevention

Additional issues and recommendations
Going forward:

 If Onyskiw decision stands, reform RTA to
reinstate/affirm Offredi
• Implication: undermines much of existing caselaw
related to repair and maintenance

 Related to improved enforcement and/or
legal reforms
• Public outreach plan and resources
• Training of LTB in housing and health issues
• Inter-sectoral coordination, collaboration, joint
advocacy

RENTSAFE SURVEY OF PUBLIC
HEALTH UNITS
Helen Doyle
Manager, York Region Public Health
& Chair, Environmental Health Work Group, Ontario Public Health Association

Public Health Unit Survey
Purpose
• To assess Public Health Unit (PHU) response to indoor
environmental health issues in rental housing
Need
• Health units are involved in responding to reports of substandard
housing issues
• There can be inconsistencies in response to these issues due to
various complexities
Survey Response
• Representatives from all 36 health units responded to the survey
(Environmental Health Directors & Managers)

Public Health Unit Survey

Public Health Unit response varies across Ontario:
•

most PHUs provide over the phone consultation and
informational materials in response to indoor
environmental health issues

•

Over half of the PHUs conduct on-site investigations for
sewage, water quality, mould & hoarding concerns

•

Very few PHUs conduct on-site investigations for
structural issues, thermal comfort, radon and pesticides

Public Health Unit Survey
Capacity and Expertise: Approx. half of the PHUs agreed they
have adequate capacity and expertise to respond
Mandate: Less than half agreed that the majority of concerns fall
within their mandate
Challenges: Most PHUs agreed that confounding factors
challenge their ability to respond effectively

Enablers: Two-thirds agreed that inter-agency cooperation is
working well to resolve tenants’ concerns

Public Health Unit Survey
Addressing Substandard Housing for Marginalized Populations
Juxtaposing views:
• Approx. ¾ PHUs agree that housing conditions adversely affect the
health of marginalized populations
• Less than half agree that this is a priority of their PHU
Where work is happening:
• Less than half have internal policies that address substandard
housing issues for marginalized populations
• Approx. half are developing public policies to address inequities
associated with access to safe, affordable & healthy housing

Public Health Unit Survey

Respondents’ comments reflect range of approaches:

“Housing issues are generally addressed by bylaw
enforcement. There may be some health issues at play, but
getting them resolved is the main issue. Property standards
have more specific requirements than the HPPA”
“Health hazard orders give us the ability to deal with almost
all indoor environmental health concerns…the issue that is
difficult to tackle is hoarding and similar mental health related
living conditions”

Public Health Unit Survey
Collaboration is key:
“We are working well with partners…but more collaboration and
awareness is needed to identify and address confounding factors
e.g. mental health, hoarding, low-income, inadequate supply of
safe, healthy rental housing, seniors issues, new immigrants”

Public Health Unit Survey
What’s next?
• Survey results shared with public health
professionals at conferences
(The Canadian Institute of Public Health Inspectors, 2015; The Ontario Public Health
Convention, 2016; The Association of Supervisors of Public Health Inspectors, 2016)

• Further explore PHU policies, approaches and
rational in addressing indoor environmental health
issues in rental housing:
 Interpretation of OPHS/HPPA mandate
 Resources & expertise
 Partnerships with other agencies on response

PARTNERING BETWEEN PUBLIC HEALTH AND MUNICIPAL BYLAW: RURAL PERSPECTIVES

Rural Perspectives - Grey Bruce

The Challenges
Grey Bruce is comprised of 17 distinct municipalities
 Wide variation in the scope of property standards by-laws
 Wide variation in enforcement resources/priorities
 Significant overlap in complaints received by municipalities and public
health
 Significant uncertainty about “who does what”

Rural Perspectives - Grey Bruce
Pilot project with the Town of the Blue Mountains
Joint response to a sample of substandard housing complaints to ask…
1. To what extent could the conditions identified contribute to adverse
health effects? (can we answer this question??)
2. What are the potential barriers in resolving the conditions?
•
•
•
•

Inadequate language in property standards by-laws to address
Uncertainty about applicability of the Health Protection and Promotion Act
Lack of clear “acceptable standards” related to the conditions
Occupant use of the unit contributing to the conditions

Rural Perspectives - Grey Bruce
Pilot project with the Town of the Blue Mountains

3. What are potential ways to overcome these barriers?
•
•
•
•

Training/education (regulators, housing providers, tenants)
Common by-law language/content across municipalities
Active partnership/liaison between public health and municipalities
Advocacy for standard development

EXPLORING HOUSING PROVIDER
PERSPECTIVES

Housing Provider Perspectives - Grey Bruce
Focus Group Sessions with landlords to learn about….
• the challenges landlords face in providing and maintaining at or above
standard housing
• the impacts these challenges have on landlords both professionally and
personally
• Potential strategies to address these challenges

Housing Provider Perspectives - Grey Bruce

• One focus group has been held to date; at least two more sessions are
planned.
• Results will be synthesized with those of a [province-wide?] online
survey of small-scale landlords being conducted in partnership with the
Landlord Self Help Clinic

RENTSAFE SURVEY OF FRONTLINE
WORKERS
Caryn Thompson, Environmental Health Promoter
South Riverdale Community Health Centre

Survey of Frontline Workers
Responses from tenant focus groups indicated that:
 Frontline workers are often the first point of contact and a
trusted source of information
 Tenants may be unsure or reluctant to contact agencies like
public health or legal aid clinics

When asked about who they would approach about
housing-related health concerns:
 “I come to South Riverdale because I have a social worker
here who I get my support from to help me find where I need
to go from there.”
 “Because I’ve hung out in drop ins, I knew some of the staff
so I was like okay I’ll go there. They’ll be working today; I’ll go
talk to them.”
– Toronto focus group participants

Survey of Frontline Workers
Purpose of survey:
 To capture frontline workers experience and assess their
capacity to respond to indoor environmental health risks

Online survey targeted staff who work directly with low
income tenants in Ontario:
 Over 500 respondents which included: social workers,
housing support workers, case managers, settlement
workers, drop-in centre staff, PH nurses
 Organizations included nonprofit organizations, social
service agencies, CHCs, etc.
 Distributed through formal and informal networks,
provincial associations

Survey of Frontline Workers

Survey questions covered:
 Frequency of concerns brought to their attention
 Awareness of environmental health concerns and
where to refer
 How they currently support clients and what
supports/strategies would be helpful

Ultimate goal: to improve knowledge, capacity
and responsiveness within the social service
sector to better address housing-related health
risks facing low-income tenants

Survey of Frontline Workers

Not surprisingly….
 96% of respondents had worked with clients who have
experienced unhealthy conditions in their rental housing
 Most common concerns: pests, noise, structural issues,
mould, inadequate heat, tobacco smoke, hoarding,
garbage, other smoke (marijuana or e-cigarette).
 91 % of participants agreed that substandard housing
condition in rental housing are adversely affecting the
physical/mental health of the clients whom their
organization serves

Survey of Frontline Workers

Capacity
 88% of respondents agreed that frontline workers like
themselves have a role to play in supporting tenants in
seeking resolution of unhealthy housing conditions
 But only 23% of respondents agreed that they have the
resources (e.g. time, budget) that they need to support
clients with unhealthy housing conditions.
 Majority make referrals to other agencies to assist their
clients in resolving unhealthy housing conditions, but
only 30% are confident that clients’ concerns are
adequately addressed when they make referrals.

Survey of Frontline Workers

Knowledge
 85% of participants agreed that they would like to become
better equipped on these issues so that they can be of
greater support to clients
 Almost 80% of respondents indicated a need for information
on where to refer clients.
 Respondents identified a need for:
• More comprehensive information on what constitutes unhealthy
housing and proper channels to refer clients;
• Online training course on tenant rights and relevant laws and
regulations;
• Real-world scenarios and strategies to improve skills to advocate
for clients.
• Plain language and translated resource or video for tenants on
rights, regulations and process to follow

Survey of Frontline Workers
In their own words….
“Where to refer when: the client does not fit other agency criteria (may be
over LICO or not on OW or ODSP); when other agencies that could help do
not exist (when 211 does not know); when the client has no financial
resources and are already behind on rent ….who to help when you have
dozens of clients in the same situation and very limited resources”

“Recognizing mould and types of hazards – what to look for, simple
charts with pictures so that we can use them with clients as well”

“I would like to be trained in what agencies we may go to and
which ones respond faster and what to do next (when all we tried
initially did not work)”

Survey of Frontline Workers

Conclusion
 Frontline workers can play a key role in
supporting their clients in resolving unhealthy
housing conditions
 Survey responses revealed that there are various
barriers for frontline workers in addressing
unhealthy housing conditions for their clients
 Identified need for strategies and resources to be
better enable frontline workers to advocate for
and support their clients

